We present an analytical study to the structure-modulated plasmonic angular momentum trapped on periodic metal-dielectric nanowedges in the core region of a sectorial indefinite metamaterial. Employing a transfer-matrix calculation and a conformal-mapping technique, our theory is capable of dealing with realistic configurations of arbitrary sector numbers and rounded wedge tips. We demonstrate that in the deep-subwavelength regime strong electric field carrying high azimuthal variation can exist within only ten-nanometer length scale close to the structural center, and is naturally bounded by a characteristic radius of the order of hundrednanometer away from the center. These extreme confining properties suggest that the structure under investigation may be superior to the conventional metal-dielectric waveguides or cavities in terms of nanoscale photonic manipulation. 
Introduction
Along with the extensive studies on various metamaterials in the recent years, the socalled indefinite metamaterials (or hyperbolic metamaterials) have attracted particular attention [1, 2, 3, 4] . These artificial materials are commonly constructed with multiple metal-dielectric layers (flat or curved, connected or trenched) so that the effective permittivity tensor brings on different signs in different directions, which results in plasmon-polariton-assisted singular density of states [2, 5] . Such a strange character has been harnessed to achieve hyperlensing that can transmit near-field photonic information to far field [6, 7, 8, 9] , and to tune the lifetime of quantum emitters placed inside or in contact with these metamaterials [5] .
In this paper, we consider a seemingly basic but far less-studied sectorial construction of indefinite metamaterials, as shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two elementary media: 1 (metal) and 2 ( dielectric), periodically arranged in the azimuthal φ -direction, and uniformly extended in the radial r-direction and axial z-direction in cylindrical coordinates [9, 10] . The angular span of each sector is γ 1 or γ 2 for the filling medium 1 or 2, respectively. The angular periodicity of one primitive unit (composed of an adjacent pair of medium 1 and medium 2) is γ = γ 1 + γ 2 , and the total unit number is N = 2π/γ. This structure was once proposed by Jacob et al. [7] as an alternative hyperlensing construction in parallel with the concentric multilayer one. In their paper, they mainly discuss the hyperlensing functionality in the presence of extrinsic sources, using a two-dimensional effective medium theory (taking the continuous limit N → ∞, γ → 0, and letting the axial wavenumber k z → 0). In our work, we focus on the intrinsic so-called plasmonic edge modes [11, 12, 13, 14] in this structure, under more realistic circumstances when the effective medium theory likely fails. Numerical simulation for similar structures suffering sharp wedge tips often involves instability or inefficiency. By contrast, our transfermatrix calculation and conformal-mapping technique allow analytically treating arbitrary sector numbers and rounded wedge tips, and can therefore serve as a powerful and reliable toolbox for comprehensive exploration. We are able to systematically compute the eigen-spectrum and field profiles for various structure-modulated [15] plamsonic angular momentum in the deepsubwavelength regime. Angular momentum of photons has been a topic of great interest for some years, and has found its applications in many fields [16, 17, 18] . It is regarded as a promising candidate for encoding and delivering information in the next-generation optical communication. Angular momentum of plasmons when metals are incorporated into material design has also triggered a lot of interest [19, 20] . Most studies so far are for relatively long length scale of the order of several hundred nanometers. Making use of the signature of indefinite metamaterials, we demonstrate that in the deep-subwavelength regime the electric field carrying high azimuthal variation can be extremely intense around the structural center where all the nano-sized wedge tips meet. Structure-modulated plasmonic angular momentum in ten-nanometer length scale can form there. For a fixed frequency ω and a fixed axial wavenumber k z , higherangular-momentum modes tend to oscillate more drastically and distribute more widely in the radial direction from the structural center. Nevertheless, there always exists a characteristic bounding radius that naturally encapsulates all the field intensity into a region of the order of hundred-nanometer. In comparison, metal-dielectric circular waveguides or cavities following conventional designs are incompetent at confining this high photonic or plasmonic angular momentum in so small length scale, owing to both the geometric and physical restrictions [21, 22, 23] . Hence the remarkable properties of the structure under exploration can be potentially useful to the manipulation of photons and plasmons in extreme nanoscale [24, 25] .
In the subsequent sections, we will first set up our problem and theoretical framework in a general manner, then present our detailed results and analysis. In the end, we will give a brief summary.
General formalism
Assume the entire structure to be unbounded in both r-and z-directions, bearing continuous translational symmetry along the z-axis and discrete rotational symmetry in the rφ -plane. The permittivities and permeabilities of the two media are ε 1 , µ 1 and ε 2 , µ 2 , respectively, all of which may depend on the frequency ω. In each sector, the electric field E E E and the magnetic field H H H take linear combinations of cylindrical waves with the phase factors like e iνφ e ik z z e −iωt , where k z is the axial wavenumber in the z-direction, ν is the azimuthal wavenumber in the φ -direction. Owing to the continuous translational symmetry, k z is shared by all sectors for any eigenmode of the whole system, and is real-valued in the absence of any sources that may break the translational symmetry. A radial wavenumber k r is related to ω and k z by k 2 r = µεω 2 /c 2 − k 2 z , where ε = ε 1 or ε 2 , µ = µ 1 or µ 2 , corresponding to medium 1 or 2. In case the medium is metal (µ > 0, ε < 0), or is dielectric (µ > 0, ε > 0) but the axial propagation is subwavelength [26] , we will have k 2 z > µεω 2 /c 2 and may write k r = iκ r , where κ r is the evanescent radial wavenumber in the r-direction,
Moreover, since the continuous rotational symmetry is broken in this structure and each sector is bounded by two wedge interfaces, ν can generally take any fractional or even complex numbers. If ν = iς while ς is real-valued, the factors like e iνφ = e −ς φ represent azimuthal evanescent waves in the vicinity of wedge interfaces. We shall treat the eigenmode problem of our structure as a waveguide problem [21, 27] , in the sense that the electromagnetic waves of interest are primarily propagating in the longitudinal direction along the z-axis but bounded in the transverse direction in the rφ -plane. (We do not consider problems of radially outgoing or incoming waves emitted from or scattered by this structure.) Employing a more convenient representation, we may fully describe the problem with two scalar potentials Φ E and Φ H instead of the more familiar E E E and H H H fields. Φ E stands for the E z -waves (or transverse-magnetic waves), and Φ H stands for the H z -waves (or transverseelectric waves). They both satisfy the two-dimensional scalar Helmholtz equation,
The general eigenmodes in sectorial structures are necessarily E z -H z -hybridized modes. So the Φ E -Φ H -combined electric and magnetic fields can be generated via
which contain both the longitudinal and transverse components with respect to the directional unit vector e z . The boundary conditions across the wedge interfaces are the continuities of E z , E r , εE φ and H z , H r , µH φ .
To solve the waveguide modes in our metal-dielectric construction, κ r must be real-valued (neglecting dissipation) in both medium 1 and 2 [12, 26] , which demands k z lying outside the light cone of the dielectric according to Eq. (1). It turns out that the index ς would have to be real-valued as well, to support the unique plasmonic edge modes [11, 12] . Given a set of state parameters {κ r , ς , k z }, the scalar potentials Φ E and Φ H in a specific sector take the forms of
in which we have omitted the time-harmonic factor e −iωt but keep the relation Eq. (1) in mind. A ς , B ς , C ς and D ς are all undetermined coefficients. K ν is the νth-order modified Bessel function of the second kind. This type of Bessel function guarantees convergence as r → ∞ for arbitrarily complex-valued orders (ν = iς ) and arguments (κ r r = −ik r r) [28] . In Fig. 2 , we plot K iς (κ r r) for real-valued ς in both the κ r r scale and ln(κ r r) scale. This function exhibits source-free indefinite oscillation at small argument (κ r r → 0 or ln(κ r r) → −∞) but evanescent decay at large argument. This behavior is completely different from the function K ν (κ r r) for real-valued ν, which undergoes straight exponential decay (from potentially a line source at r = 0) [28] . If measured in terms of the coordinate r, the oscillating and decaying regions of
in which b defines a natural bounding radius. The waves are standing in the region r b and only weakly penetrating into the region r b. No matter how large b is, these waves are always radially bounded (non-radiative), even though the material itself is radially unbounded. As we shall discuss in detail below, this is a hallmark of the plasmonic edge modes at deep axial subwavelength in a metal-dielectric sectorial structure. Implementing the boundary conditions for an arbitrary axial wavenumber k z in the systems containing sharp wedges is mathematically challenging. Rigorous derivation requires the complicated Kontorovich-Lebedev integral transform over the index ς [29] . To reveal the crucial physics most relevant to our interest, we will make use of the indefinite signature of metal-dielectric structures and particularly investigate the eigenmodes at deep axial subwavelength, k 2 z ≫ |µε|ω 2 /c 2 , which take on minimal coupling with free-space photons. This allows for an asymptotically identical κ r in both media 1 and 2,
In this scenario, the system is non-retarded in the rφ -plane and the boundary connection is greatly simplified. The terms explicitly carrying ω/ck z in Eqs. (3) and (4) can be dropped, leading to the decoupled electrostatic modes with vanishing magnetic field and magnetostatic modes with vanishing electric field,
The basic solutions of Φ E and Φ H in a specific sector keep unchanged from Eqs. (5) and (6) except for the asymptotic relation Eq. (8) replacing Eq. (1). In the following sections, we will focus on solving the plasmon-related electrostatic modes in our metal-dielectric sectorial structure. It is important to clarify that although the electrostatic approximation initially deduced from k 2 z ≫ |µε|ω 2 /c 2 seems quite radical, it is in fact a surprisingly good approximation that can work in a much wider range than expected. Boardman et al. [12] once calculated exactly the guided plasmonic edge modes on a single parabolic metal wedge in vacuum, taking into account the retardation effect. They proved that the electrostatic approximation, especially when the wedge is sharp, gives satisfactory results even if the dispersion curves may have nearly touched the light line of the dielectric.
Spectral analysis
As shown in Fig. 1 , our structure is periodic in the φ -direction. The transfer matrix traversing one angular unit can be derived as
The eigen-spectrum can be solved in view of the Bloch theorem [15, 30] ,
Recall γ = 2π/N, where γ = γ 1 + γ 2 is the angular periodicity, N is the total unit number. We can obtain an elegant "band" equation akin to that of the Kronig-Penney model in solid state physics [30] (but winded into a 2π circle here),
The azimuthal wavenumber h denotes the structure-modulated angular momentum about the zaxis, whose upper limit is at the boundary of the first angular Brillouin zone ±N/2 determined from material design. In the continuous limit N → ∞, γ → 0, h approaches the z-component of the true angular momentum J z of the plasmon-polaritons in this structure, and can take however large values. If we perform a series expansion to hγ, ς γ 1 and ς γ 2 in Eq. (13) under the continuous limit, we can find a quite appealing result,
where the effective permittivities from the effective medium theory automatically show up [2, 7] ,ε
in which η 1 ≡ γ 1 /γ and η 2 ≡ γ 2 /γ are the filling ratios of medium 1 and 2, respectively. As can be imagined, ifε r andε φ are of opposite signs, Eq. (14) clearly demonstrates the indefinite signature of this metamaterial, which possesses singular density of states on iso-frequency surfaces [2, 5] . The right-hand side of Eq. (14) does not have a usual term like ω 2 /c 2 because of the non-retarded regime (equivalently the c → ∞ limit) that we have chosen; however, the nontrivial frequency dependence is still implicitly enclosed inε r andε φ . Hereafter, we study the experimentally accessible metal-dielectric construction. We choose silver (Ag) as medium 1 and silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ) as medium 2. Their permeabilities µ 1 and µ 2 are set to be 1. Their permittivities in the 200 -2000 nm wavelength range can be well fitted by a frequency-dependent modified Drude model [31] ,
where ε h = 5.45, ε s = 6.18, ω p = 17.2 × 10 15 s −1 , Γ = 8.35 × 10 13 s −1 , and a nearly frequency-independent constant ε 2 ≈ 2.13. For the proof-of-concept analysis here, we neglect the dissipation rate Γ of silver. As we know, for example, silver nanowires in SiO 2 have a propagation length of at least several microns even if the wire radius may be smaller than 50 nm and the operating wavelength may be shorter than 500 nm [32, 23] . Although our sectorial structure is different from the circular wires, fundamentally they share a similar dissipation length scale. Let us now take a look at the behavior of effective permittivitiesε r andε φ for some given metal and dielectric filling ratios. We use η 1 = 1 3 and η 2 = 2 3 as an example throughout this paper. Figure 3 shows the change ofε r andε φ versus frequency. As can be seen, there exist several characteristic frequencies: ω ro = 4.72 × 10 15 s −1 is the frequency asε r (ω) = 0; ω φ o = 6.29 × 10 15 s −1 is the frequency asε φ (ω) = 0; ω φ ∞ = 5.76 × 10 15 s −1 is the frequency asε φ (ω) = ∞. Accordingly,ε r andε φ change signs in the different frequency ranges divided by these characteristic frequencies. There is an another characteristic frequency, i.e., the metaldielectric surface plasma frequency, ω sp = ω p (ε s − ε h )/(ε h + ε 2 ) = 5.34 × 10 15 s −1 , between ω ro and ω φ ∞ . These frequencies will be frequently referred to below. In Fig. 4 , we plot the eigen-spectrum ω(ς , h) versus h for several fixed ς based on the actual medium theory Eq. (13) and the effective medium theory Eq. (14), respectively. ς resembles a band index in the band theory of electrons in solids. For the actual spectrum shown in Fig. 4(a) , we choose N = 24, γ = π/12, as an example; the structure-modulated angular momentum h is limited within the 1st Brillouin zone |h| < π/γ = N/2 = 12. For the effective spectrum shown in Fig. 4(b) , these restrictions are irrelevant (or strictly speaking, N = ∞, γ = 0); but for comparison purposes, we only draw |h| < π/γ = 12 in the same angular momentum range. One should keep in mind that h can only take discrete integers according to Eq. (12) , meaning that the continuous curves in the graphs should be regarded as the connecting curves for the grey dots. For every given ς , there are always lower-energy and higher-energy two ω(ς , h) curves in the regions ω < ω sp and ω sp < ω < ω φ o , respectively. The main qualitative difference between Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) is that (b) shows an energy gap in the frequency range ω ro < ω < ω φ ∞ for however large ς , whereas (a) permits the large-ς curves to penetrate into the gap region and approach the ω = ω sp line from two sides. The reason for the existence of an energy gap in the effective medium theory can be intuitively grasped from Fig. 3 , in which the frequency range ω ro < ω < ω φ ∞ (and also ω > ω φ o ) embodies both positiveε r and positiveε φ . This enforces ς to be imaginary-valued (refer to Eq. (14)) and so kills the plasmonic edge modes in our structure. However, the actual medium theory from Eq. (13) implies that this picture is only approximately correct. If the band index ς that controls the azimuthal confinement and the radial oscillation (for a given κ r ) is extraordinarily large, the effective medium theory naturally breaks down, and the surface plasmons on different wedge interfaces fully decouple from each other and converge independently towards the same extreme short-wavelength limit ω = ω sp . Furthermore, even for the small-ς curves, Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) still show prominent frequency difference when h approaches the Brillouin zone boundary. Only in the region where both ς and h are small, the two formalisms agree well with each other. All the curves in this region pass through either the h = 0, ω = ω ro point or the h = 0, ω = ω φ ∞ point, very insensitive to the value of ς . This property can be deduced from Eq. (14) supposing eitherε r ≃ 0 orε φ ≃ ∞, which is an index-near-zero (INZ) or index-near-infinity (INI) behavior.
The aforementioned eigen-spectrum ω(ς , h) is independent of the axial wavenumber k z , which seems unusual from the perspective of waveguide theory. This is a result of both the deepsubwavelength limit and the perfect wedge tips that we have assumed at r = 0. As demonstrated below, once we introduce rounded wedges, even if we still keep the deep-subwavelength limit, ω(ς , h) will become k z -dependent.
Rounded wedges
The electrostatic potential of the calculated modes above oscillates indefinitely at r = 0, which can be inferred from the asymptotic behavior of K iς (κ r r) at small argument (see Fig. 2 ) [28, 33] ,
where arg Γ is the complex phase angle of gamma function. In addition, the radial and azimuthal components of the field diverge like 1/κ r r as r → 0 (refer to Eq. (9)). These singular behaviors are due to the infinite charge accumulation at the infinitely sharp tips. While the strong field enhancement at the structural center is physical and is favorable for nanophotonics, the mathematical artifacts must be removed from the theory. Technically, the wedges are always rounded and can never seamlessly touch each other under fabrication. To make our theoretical study match better with the reality, we adopt a conformal coordinate mapping to conveniently achieve the rounded and gapped configurations, which automatically removes the divergence and indefinite oscillation, and can reveal more subtle physics around the wedge tips [12, 33] .
Let us momentarily write our electrostatic scalar potential in the (x, y)-coordinates and again omit the phase factor e ik z z e −iωt ,
First, we define two sets of (dimensionless) complex coordinates w = (x + iy)/a and s = u + iv, where a is for now a characteristic length parameter that cancels the dimension of x and y. Next, we connect the two coordinate systems by a conformal mapping w = Λ(s), where Λ is an analytical function. Thus the Helmholtz equation in the (u, v)-coordinates reads
We introduce the following conformal mapping for any desired unit number N = 1, 2, 3, . . .,
The new (u, v)-coordinate system constitutes a generalized elliptic cylinder coordinate system, with N sectors partitioned by N − 1 branch cuts. The index n denotes which sector a (x, y)-point maps in. The length parameter a is the semi-focal length measured in the old (x, y)-coordinate system. Far from the coordinate center (u ≫ 1), we have
where u resembles the logarithm of the radial coordinate r while v (together with n) resembles the azimuthal coordinate φ in spite of some proportionality constants. Figure 5 shows the new (u, v)-coordinate lines for N = 1 to 6. As can be seen, the conformal coordinate mapping automatically preserves the orthogonality. The shaded areas in Fig. 5 are to be filled with metal at the same filling ratio η 1 = 1 3 as in the preceding part, straightforwardly corresponding to the regions with 0 ≤ u < +∞, − π 2 η 1 < v < + π 2 η 1 , n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. All the metal wedges near the center are naturally rounded following the coordinate lines of u. The unshaded areas in Fig. 5 are to be filled with dielectric. These configurations nicely imitate the actual structures produced through nanofabrication, and are much more realistic than the one illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The transformation function appearing in Eq. (19) is
Therefore, the new Helmholtz equation looks like a Schrödinger equation in a strange potential,
For N = 1 and N = 2, the partial differential equation is separable, which has solutions in the form of Mathieu functions [34] . But for N ≥ 3, the equation is only approximately separable; for instance, in the region close to the wedge tips u ≃ 0, v ≃ 0 [33] , the major behaviors can be described by a quadratic expansion to the sinh, sin and cos functions, This leads to the separable eigen-equations for
Referring to Eq. (21) we shall see that as u ≫ 1 the index ς introduced in this way is identical to the ς that we used earlier.
The radial part of the problem around the wedge tips coincides with the quantum harmonic oscillator problem. The eigen-solutions are bounded in u ∈ [0, +∞) with the discrete eigenvalues denoted by an integer m [28, 33] ,
where H m is the mth-order Hermite polynomial. For clarity, in Fig. 6 we plot the normalized Hermite function for a few integer m, which is just our radial solution U m (u) in Eq. (27) taking 2k z a/N = 1. As can be surmised, the lower the order m is, the more trapped the plasmonic edge modes lie around the metal wedge tips u ≃ 0. Interestingly, Fig. 6 and Fig. 2 The azimuthal part of the solution takes linear combinations of the parabolic cylinder functions [28, 33] ,
in which the first and second term looks somewhat like e (13) can be derived. For the sake of concision, we do not present it here. The main conclusion is that the new eigenspectrum ω(k z a, m, h) after considering the rounded wedges is discretized by m and dependent on k z a through Eq. (28) . h is still the structure-modulated angular momentum.
In Fig. 7 , we plot ω(k z a, m, h) as a function of k z a for several given m and h. The material model used for ε 1 of silver and ε 2 of silicon dioxide is the same as before. In the non-retarded regime, the light speed c does not enter our theory and so the semi-focal length a becomes the only length parameter of the system. At this stage, we choose a = 10 nm in accordance with the typical linewidth of today's nano-lithography. The dispersion curves from our calculation intersect the light line, but in reality they may bend more quickly to zero before touching the light line [12, 26] . Even though our non-retarded approximation cannot reproduce such a feature, the right portion of the curves outside the light cone is reliable [12] . At a given k z a and h, the larger the m is, the more radial oscillation there is, and the higher the needed frequency ω is. In general, larger-m curves appear flatter, meaning a less k z a-dependence, which is qualitatively consistent with the vanishing k z -dependence in the ω(ς , h) curves that we have obtained earlier without considering the tip effect. In the extreme case m → ∞ here (by analogy with the ς → ∞ case in Fig. 4 ), all the dispersion curves are pushed towards the line of surface plasma frequency ω sp . Comparing between Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), we shall notice that for a fixed unit number N, a higher angular momentum h tends to drag all the curves downwards and so permits exciting these modes at lower frequencies (but still large k z ). Likewise, we have also found that for a fixed h, a larger N drags all the curves downwards and so permits lowerfrequency excitation too. These higher h or larger N modes may be termed as the "dark" modes in literature, i.e., the modes essentially prohibited from coupling with free-space light due to more profound symmetry-related reasons [35] . For these modes, our non-retarded calculation is almost an exact calculation.
To be cautious, we should remember that the quadratic expansion adopted in Eq. (24) is quantitatively correct only for a relatively small m and the near-tip region u ∼ 0. For a large m and the u ≫ 1 far region, the more accurate description is the continuous ς description that we have elaborated in the prior section; the small rounded wedges tips should not induce a sizable impact there.
Field profiles
After finding the eigen-solutions of the structure for any unit number N and angular momentum h, we can obtain the coefficients A ς and B ς in Eq. (5) or A m and B m in Eq. (29) in all sectors. We are then able to plot the field profiles, say, on the z = 0 plane, for any wanted eigenmodes without resorting to the effective medium theory or numerical simulation, which is either invalid or inaccurate for structures of small sector numbers and sharp wedge tips.
The finite semi-focal length a in our conformal mapping physically designates a finite gap size and tip radius of the rounded wedges, and hence settles a cutoff length in our problem. For whatever specified ω and k z a, the field strength cannot oscillate at an arbitrarily small spacing and must remain finite everywhere. As we have proved, the profiles of potential field Φ E can be approximated by the mth order Hermite polynomials close to the wedge tips while asymptotically approach the iς th imaginary-order modified Bessel functions away from the tips. Let us first look at the profiles around the tips for some low-m modes. If we choose N = 4, a = 10 nm, and ω = 3.54 × 10 15 s −1 (532 nm free-space wavelength), then according to Fig. 7 we realize that only the m = 0 curves have an intersection point with ω = 3.54 × 10 15 s −1 at deep subwavelength, where k z a = 0.47 for h = 1, and k z a = 0.77 for h = 2. Fig. 8 displays the corresponding potential field profiles. The h = 1 angular-momentum mode is of the cylindrical dipolar type with one sign change in the 2π azimuthal circle, and the h = 2 angular-momentum mode is of the cylindrical quadrupolar type with two sign changes. The electric field E E E = −∇Φ E as the derivative field of Φ E gains an enormous strength in the nanoscale tip regions. We next look at the field profiles slightly away from the tips (for example, r > 5a, i.e., if a ≃ 10 nm, r 50 nm). Figure 9 displays the N = 6 and 24 two cases at several allowed h. In the far-from-tip region and deep-subwavelength regime, the eigen-spectrum and field profiles no longer depend on k z or a. Therefore, these plots are universal for any given k z . We know from Eq. (13) that for the same ω, an increasing h increases the index ς . Then if k z is fixed as well, a larger ς produces a larger bounding radius b = ς /k z . In agreement with our earlier argument, although the field prefers to localize closer to the structural center for a smaller ς , it oscillates more drastically and spreads more widely away from the center for a larger ς . But in any event, beyond the bounding radius, the field always quickly fades away. For a realistic material design using today's nano-lithography, N perhaps cannot yet reach 24 that we have demonstrated. If we take the sub-wavelength k z to be of the order of 0.1 nm −1 , and substitute in the calculated ς as labeled in Fig. 9 , b is at most of the order of 100 nm, which means high plasmonic angular momentum can indeed be tightly trapped in an impressively narrow region in this structure.
In comparison, conventional dielectric waveguides, metallic nanowires, or metal-dielectric multilayer waveguides or cavities, cannot give rise to such a feature [21, 22, 23] . One may recall that the angular momentum modes in ordinary structures are described by the Bessel and Neumann functions (or the Hankel functions of the first and second kinds) with real-valued angular momentum index ν [28] . These functions either strongly converge to zero inside a diffraction-limited core when ν goes high, or have to be supported by a line source at r = 0, and so do not represent the intrinsic modes of the systems [7] . Metallic nanowires can to some degree support high plasmonic angular momentum at deep subwavelength. However, reducing the wire diameter to enhance the field intensity and confine the angular momentum in tens of nanometers is technically difficult.
Conclusion
We have performed a systematic study to the structure-modulated plasmonic angular momentum trapped at the center of a sectorial indefinite metamaterial. We have shown that the electric field associated with these angular momentum states is extremely intense in the central region, undergoes severe oscillation radially, and may decay to zero beyond a characteristic bounding radius of only a hundred nanometers. These behaviors are distinctively different from the usual photonic angular momentum states in dielectric or metallic materials, which are subject to various diffraction limits. We envision that the extraordinary plasmonic angular momentum states existing in such a minute nanoscale may have broad applications in photonic manipulation [5, 24, 25] . More thorough studies to this system will constitute our future works.
